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Bilingual students in high school with bilingual units in Boguchwała have received iPads for learning English and
a few subjects using CLIL (biology, basics of entrepreneurship, geography, IT and mathematics). Lessons with
iPads are interesting for students for several reasons. First of all, teenagers like new technologies and using iPads
for teaching helps students to learn by fun. Secondly, iPads give new possibilities of looking for knowledge about
each theme. Moreover, teaching with iPads develops students’ engagement. They have a chance to choose a few
among over 65 000 applications for gathering and then presenting information about the lesson topic. They can
easily prepare presentations, movies, cartoons, mind maps or whatever they like. Teaching students, thanks to the
iPads, makes it their initiative, and the teacher can inspire them to look for the knowledge rather than disciplining
pupils.
But teaching with iPads is connected with many problems. For instance, there are not any examples on how to teach
using these tools. It is very up-to-date technology and teachers firstly must learn the possibilities of iPads and look
for new applications. It takes much time, especially at the beginning, and is difficult especially for inexperienced
teachers. In addition, it is almost impossible to maintain control of the iPads for all of the students during the
lesson. They can use their iPads for something unconnected with the topic of the lesson. Thirdly is lack of time
– active methods (with iPads as well) are more time-consuming and it could be that they do not finish the whole
program. And of course the last, but not at least, is the problem of money. Some of the applications must be paid
for, and it is usually obligatory to possess a credit card. Fortunately, it is not expensive – applications usually cost
a few euros and many of them are free and really good.


